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Option One: Work, Study, Recreation

Many students, especially senior courses, perfectly understand that one scholarship does not live,
especially if you want to live beautifully.That is why they are looking for an additional source of
income as part-time, partial employment.

On the one hand, such a life position is praised, because it is not possible to combine studies and
work with all students of the university, but there is no time for rest and personal life at all.

The student receives wages, feels comfortable in modern society, is not tied to the material
assistance of the parents, independent of scholarship, is growing over himself, provides itself with
the so-called "bridgehead" for the future profession.

However, not everything is so rosy, as it may seem at first glance.The fact is that the very "Golden
Middle" is very lost, which allows you to maintain a balance between studying, work and recreation.

A student in pursuit of material sufficient launches studies, and rest with friends and at all gives the
last plan.He, without noticing, becomes a fan of money, a careerist, which can negatively affect the
progress and even threaten a further stay at the university.

Advantages: new acquaintances, future prospects, financial stability, the possibility of career growth
still in the villains of the university, confidence in tomorrow, society.

Disadvantages: sharp decline in progress, regular steam absenteeism without good reason,
discontent teachers, low middle score, risk of unexpected deductions.

Tip: Work is always good and profitable, but here it is important not to confuse two more concepts
as "basic work" and "part-time job".

For a student, the main labor activity still should remain studying at the university and the desire to
get a diploma of higher education.

As for the part-time, it follows to live on the principle of "all money will not earn".It is desirable that it
was 2 - 3 hours a day of free time out of study and, moreover, not during the regular test week,
session.

Option Second: Study, Work, Recreation
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There is another category of students, which can be safely called "Fans of study", they are
"nerds".There are such students in any university, but what is there to say - in each academic group,
there will be a couple of "zunloks", which do not represent your life without couples, and for them to
be equal to a terrible crime.

They are learning in the morning, day and evening;please teachers with their answers, diligence and
consignment;Sit after the first page, constantly raise your hand and complement the answers of the
teacher.

Such an approach to school, to put it mildly, annoying, but some are silent, and there are no other
things at all, as nerds live.

Such exemplary students unequivocally receive a scholarship, and it is possible that the monthly
allowance is increased.

No, this is not a great amount, but the botany do not rush to work.They do not want any obstacles
on the way to knowledge, but to spray in another direction and are afraid.

They are missing for money, since the needs are minimal, and they don't need them at home,
considering the best relax.

Advantages: Red diploma, a colossal knowledge base in the head at the time of release, career
growth prospects, an increased scholarship, highly qualified specialists.

Disadvantages: Lack of friends and pleasant memories of student, limitations, difficult period of
adaptation in a new place, lack of money.

Tip :: Study - this is a good, right, right and correct, but do not stop at gaining knowledge.

The fact is that five years of student will fly by one moment, and only textbooks, laboratory and
independent work will remain in memory, full loneliness.

At one fine moment, Botanic wants to remember his youth, and nothing to remember.This is a
terrible moment in the life, which is desirable to avoid.

Option Three: Rest, Work, Study

There is another category of students who perceive studentism as time fun, couch and holiday.

Such students are difficult to interest their studies, they will not always meet them even at the
university: the nights are walking at night, and the next day they are poured into the hostel.Yes, a
saturated vital pace, and there is no place to study.

Since money is required for large-scale guys, and the scholarship (if such is generally accrued) very



quickly ends, then the operation is in second place after the rest.It can be any part-time job to have
enough money to walk.

There is a completely natural question, where in this saturated schedule place for study?The answer
is obvious, because all these entertainment for higher education there is no place.

A similar schedule of student life is definitely failing, especially since the deduction of such skies is
waiting for inevitably.

Advantages: Sea of positive emotions and joyful memories for life, new acquaintances and
saturated personal life, sociability, nature without complexes, punching character.

Disadvantages: systematic absenteeism, "counter" of teachers, low performance, regular challenges
in the dean for the proceedings, numerous "tails", deduction.

Tip: less walking and not throw studies in a long box.It is important to remember the folk wisdom:
"Case time - fun hour."

If you correctly organize your mode of the week, it will be enough time and on approximate studies,
and on holidays in a circle of friends, fellow students.It is important to always remember why you
went to the university, then the motivation will stimulate to study, giving entertainment to the
background.


